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   ____ Black/White Photocopy -- $0.25 per page ------------------------------------------------------------------------

   ____ 8 x 10 Color Photograph/Copy (-300dpi) -- $1.00 per page/image -----------------------------------------------

   ____ 8 x 10 Color Photograph/Copy (300-500dpi) -- $2.00 per page/image -----------------------------------------------

   ____ 8 x 10 Color Photograph/Copy (600dpi+) -- $5.00 per page/image -----------------------------------------------
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   ____ Poster/Architecture Print (Digital File, 300dpi+) (Faculty/External) -- $20.00 per image -----------------------------------------------
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Disclaimer: Patrons citing and utilizing archival materials cannot hold Xavier University of Louisiana Archives and Special Collections, Xavier University of Louisiana Library Resource Center, Xavier University of Louisiana, its Board of Trustees, administrators, or employees responsible against all claims of copyright infringement as a result of the use of Xavier University of Louisiana Archives and Special Collections materials.
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